Collaborative Web services QoS prediction has proved to be an important tool to estimate accurately personalized QoS experienced by individual users, which is beneficial for a variety of operations in the service ecosystem, such as service selection, composition and recommendation. While a number of achievements have been attained on the study of improving the accuracy of collaborative QoS prediction, little work has been done for protecting user privacy in this process. In this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving collaborative QoS prediction framework which can protect the private data of users while retaining the ability of generating accurate QoS prediction. We introduce differential privacy, a rigorous and provable privacy model, into the process of collaborative QoS prediction. We first present DPS, a method that disguises a user's observed QoS values by applying differential privacy to the user's QoS data directly. We show how to integrate DPS with two representative collaborative QoS prediction approaches. To improve the utility of the disguised QoS data, we present DPA, another QoS disguising method which first aggregates a user's QoS data before adding noise to achieve differential privacy. We evaluate the proposed methods by conducting extensive experiments on a real world Web services QoS dataset. Experimental results show our approach is feasible in practice.
Introduction
Quality of Service (QoS) has been widely used for describing nonfunctional characteristics of web services [21, 23] , for example, the response time of a Web service is the expected delay between the time when a request to the service is sent by a user and the time when the results are received by the user. QoS has been an important metric for users to decide which services should be used. As a result, QoS-based Web services selection, composition and recommendation have been studied extensively in the recent literature [19, 20, 22, 26, 37, 40, 42, 43, 46, 51, 52] . A common assumption of these proposed approaches is that accurate QoS values of Web Services are always available. It is, however, still an open problem to obtain accurate QoS values. On one hand, the QoS values advertised by Web service providers or third-party communities are not accurate to users, as they are susceptible to the uncertain Internet environment and the context where users are. On the other hand, it is impractical for users to directly evaluate the QoS of all available services due to the constraints of time, cost and other resources.
As an effective solution to this problem, personalized collaborative Web services QoS prediction [58, 59] has received much attention recently. The basic idea is that similar users tend to observe similar QoS for the same service, so it is possible to predict the QoS value of the service observed by a user u based on the QoS values of the service observed by users similar to u. By this kind of computation, different users are typically given different QoS prediction values even for the same service and the final prediction values in fact depend on their specific contexts. Based on this basic idea, a variety of techniques have been employed to improve the accuracy of prediction [25, 41, 49, 50, 54, 55, 64] . Though many achievements have been attained on the study of improving the accuracy of collaborative QoS prediction, little work has been done for protecting user privacy in this process. In fact, the QoS values observed by users could be some kind of sensitive information, so users may not be willing to share them with others, in particular, the untrusted server (also called recommender) which is in charge of collaborative QoS prediction. For example, the observed response time reported by a user typically depends on his/her location [49] , which means that the user's location could be deduced from the QoS information he/she provided. Consequently, an interesting but challenging problem is whether or not a recommender can make accurately personalized QoS prediction for users without knowing the exact value of their private data.
Homomorphic encryption [11] which allows computations to be carried out directly on ciphertexts seems to be a feasible way to solve the above problem. In [18] , the authors present a secure way to protect users' private data during QoS prediction by combining homomorphic encryption with Yao's garbled circuits. Though its security is guaranteed by well-established cryptographic tools, the proposed approach cannot scale to large problems due to the prohibitive computation cost and communication cost of these expensive cryptographic tools. Hence, it is necessary to devise some scalable solutions based on lightweight privacy-preserving tools.
Randomized perturbation, another privacy-preserving technique proposed in [36] , adds randomness from a specific distribution to the original data to prevent information leakage. Meanwhile, the injected randomness can be largely eliminated for some aggregation operations, which enables certain kinds of computation on the perturbed data. This technique is adopted in a recent work of privacy-preserving collaborative QoS prediction [67] . However, the distribution of randomness is chosen by experience, so the method itself cannot have provable privacy guarantee. What is worse, it is recognized that with the application of clustering on the perturbed data, adversaries can accurately infer users' private data with accuracy up to 70% [57] . In other words, methods based on randomized perturbation are useless in practice as they cannot provide sufficient security.
In this paper, we develop solutions to privacy-preserving collaborative Web services QoS prediction based on an emerging privacy model called differential privacy [8] . Differential privacy is lightweight compared with conventional public-key cryptosystems, but is a strong and provable privacy model. Our basic idea is to adopt differential privacy as a tool for privacy-preserving data publication, that is, every user adds random noise to his/her observed QoS data according to Laplace mechanism which is a classical way to achieve differential privacy. These disguised QoS values are then sent to the recommender for collaborative QoS prediction. In particular, we propose two methods to disguise users' QoS data. In the first method called DPS, every user considers his/her observed QoS data as a vector and calculates the sensitivity used by Laplace mechanism over the whole vector. The unique sensitivity is used to generate suitable noise to disguise the original QoS vector. In the second method called DPA, every user first performs some aggregation on his/her QoS vector and then calculates different sensitivities for different aggregated QoS values. For each aggregated QoS value, a specific sensitivity is used to control injected noise. By using different sensitivities, the utility of disguised QoS data can be improved significantly, which makes the final prediction based on DPA more accurate than that based on DPS.
To sum up, our work is to formulate a new framework to protect sensitive QoS data in the course of collaborative QoS prediction. More specifically, the contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:
-We propose a privacy-preserving solution to collaborative Web services QoS prediction where the original QoS data are disguised by noises generated according to Laplace mechanism. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that applies differential privacy to collaborative Web services QoS prediction. -We propose two methods to disguise original QoS data. In the first method, we add noise to single QoS value and show how to run representative collaborative QoS prediction models on disguised QoS data. In the second method, we add noise to aggregated QoS value to improve the utility of the disguised QoS data. -We evaluate our solution on a real world Web services QoS dataset. Experimental results show that our solution is feasible in practice.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the basic knowledge of differential privacy. Section 3 presents our privacy-preserving collaborative QoS prediction framework and two methods of QoS disguising. Experimental results and analysis are given in Section 4. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper after discussions of related work in Section 5.
Differential privacy
In this section, we briefly introduce differential privacy [6] , which is the building block of our approach to privacy-preserving collaborative QoS prediction. Generally speaking, differential privacy ensures that the outcome of a randomized computation is insensitive to the removal or addition of any record. It gives a rigorous and quantitative definition on the privacy leakage under a very strict attack model: an attacker cannot distinguish a record with a probability more than even the attacker has the knowledge of the entire dataset except the target one. The formal definition is as follows:
Definition 1 ( -Differential Privacy [7] ) A randomized function K gives -differential privacy if for all data sets D 1 and D 2 differing on at most one element, and all S ⊆ Range(K),
In the above definition, the privacy parameter > 0 is public, and a smaller yields a stronger privacy guarantee.
Differential privacy can be achieved by adding random noise with distribution like Laplace. A random variable has a Laplace(μ, b) distribution if its probability density function is:
where μ and b are the location parameter and scale parameter, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, we set μ = 0, so the distribution can be regarded as the symmetric exponential distribution with the standard deviation of √ 2b. To add noise with Laplace distribution, b is set to Δf/ and the generation of noise is referred as L(Δf/ ) where Δf is global sensitivity, whose definition is as follows:
As mentioned earlier, D 1 , D 2 are neighboring if and only if they are different by one element. Kifer et al. [16] point out that there are two choices to form two datasets differing in at most one element, called unbounded DP and bounded DP. In Unbounded DP, D 1 , D 2 are neighboring if D 1 can be obtained from D 2 by adding or removing one element. In bounded DP, D 1 , D 2 are neighboring if D 1 can be obtained from D 2 by replacing one element in D 2 with another element. In this paper, we use the unbounded DP as its applicability is more extensive.
Laplace mechanism can be further divided into two cases, and their properties are shown in the following theorems.
Theorem 1 (Laplace Mechanism, the vector case [8] ) Given a function f whose value is a k-dimensional vector, the following computation maintains -differential privacy:
where X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X k are independent identically distributed random variables drawn from L(Δf/ ). Theorem 2 (Laplace Mechanism, the scalar case [8] ) Given a function f : D → R d , the following computation maintains -differential privacy:
The next two theorems describe the significant properties of differential privacy. We will use these properties to analyse the theoretical guarantee of our approach. Theorem 3 (Sequential Composition [31] ) Let A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A k be k algorithms (that take auxiliary inputs) that satisfy 1 -DP, 2 -DP, . . . , k -DP, respectively, with respect to the input dataset. Publishing
Theorem 4 (Parallel Composition [31] ) Let A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A k be k algorithms that satisfy 1 -DP, 2 -DP,. . . , k -DP, respectively. Given a deterministic partitioning function f , let D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D k be the resulting partitions of executing f on D.
Publishing
Differential private collaborative QoS prediction
In this section, we present our differential private collaborative Web services QoS prediction approach. After introducing the system model in Section 4.1, we present a basic method by applying differential privacy directly on users' local QoS values in Section 4.2. To improve data utility, we present an advanced method by applying differential privacy on aggregated QoS values in Section 4.3. Before presenting the detailed algorithms, we summarize some important notations in the subsequent descriptions. Suppose there are n users and m Web services. Let Q denote a n × m user-service QoS matrix hold by the QoS predictor. The element q ui in the matrix denotes the QoS value observed by a user u on a Web service i. If u did not use i before, then q ui is set to 0. Let q u denote a QoS vector observed by u on all m services. The mean and the standard deviation of q u are denoted by q u and ω u , respectively. Table 1 summarizes the notations used in this paper. Figure 1 shows the system model of privacy-preserving collaborative Web services QoS prediction. There are three roles in the system: users, Web services, and a Web services recommender. After invoking a Web service, an user observes a particular QoS value determined not only by the Web service itself but also by the user's context. In order to receive personalized recommendation, the user needs to report the observed QoS value to the recommender. This QoS value, however, needs to be disguised before being sent out to avoid the breach of the user's privacy, since the recommender is not a trusted party. After receiving disguised QoS values from different users, the recommender builds a disguised QoS database, based on which it can run a lot of collaborative QoS prediction algorithms, such as, UIPCC and MF [59] . The predicted QoS values are then fed into some well-known or customized recommendation algorithms to find suitable Web services to individual users. The security of the above system model, that is, how well user privacy can be protected during recommendation, depends on the mechanism used for data disguising. The basic idea of data disguising is to perturb the raw data (i.e., the original QoS values) with randomness while keeping the following properties. First, randomness should be able to guarantee no sensitive information can be deduced from disguised QoS values. Second, the aggregation of these disguised QoS values should be evaluated with acceptable accuracy when the number of users is significantly large. Such a property is useful for computations that are based on As mentioned in the introduction, [67] adopted randomized perturbation as the underlying mechanism of data disguising. However, this has proved to be unsafe in [57] as some sensitive information can be deduced by using the technique of clustering. In this paper, we use differential privacy to disguise original QoS values. An inherent problem of applying differential privacy is the trade-off between accuracy and privacy. The more the randomness, the bigger the gap between disguised QoS values and original QoS values. This indicates a higher level of privacy. Oppositely, the less the randomness, the more obvious the data characteristics. It is an open problem to deal with the trade-off between accuracy and privacy, and we will study it extensively in the experiments.
System model
It should also be noted that many studies have investigated the application of differential privacy to recommender systems [30, 32] . In this paper, however, the recommender system is not assumed to be a trusted party. Therefore, the noise decided by differential privacy is not added by the recommender system but by individual users to their own QoS values, which is a major difference between our work and existing works. In particular, we propose two methods to protect users' sensitive QoS values. We first apply the vector case of Laplace mechanism to add noise, which can be performed only on users' local data. To improve data utility, we then use the scalar case of Laplace mechanism through introducing a public knowledge as auxiliary information. We first apply the vector case of Laplace mechanism to add noise, which can be performed only on users' local data. To improve data utility, we then use the scalar case of Laplace mechanism to add noise on the aggregated data through introducing a public knowledge as auxiliary information.
DPS: Differential privacy on simple data
In this section we present, DPS, a method that disguises original QoS values based on differential privacy on simple data. We first introduce the procedure of DPS (see Figure 2 ) and then explain how to integrate DPS with two representative collaborative QoS prediction approaches: neighborhood-based and model-based.
We distinguish between disguised QoS and original QoS with upper case (e.g., Q u and Q ui ) and lower case (e.g., q u and q ui ), respectively. For simplicity, we compute Δf with L 1 -norm:
For user u, his/her observed QoS on service i, q ui , is disguised as follows:
where Δf is the maximum difference between any two elements in the vector q u , that is,
After data disguising, each user u sends his/her disguised QoS values Q u to the Web services recommender. The original sensitive data q ui is protected by the injected randomness. To enable effective collaborative QoS prediction, however, we need to make accurate computation on the disguised data. Next, we will show how to achieve this in the aforementioned two representative collaborative QoS prediction methods.
Neighbourhood-based method
A typical procedure of neighborhood-based collaborative QoS prediction consists of three primary steps [59] . The first step is to calculate the similarity between two users according to their observed QoS values. In particular, the similarity between two users u and v can be measured by pearson correlation coefficient as follows:
where S is a set of services that both u and v have invoked. After that, for every user u, topk similar users (denoted as S u ) are identified based on the similarities obtained in the first step. Finally, the missing QoS value q ui is evaluated based on these top-k similar users by the following equation:
When applying differential privacy into neighbourhood-based method, a key point is to ensure that the similarity value calculated on the disguised QoS values (denoted as Sim(u, v)) should approximate the similarity value sim(u, v) calculated on the original QoS values, as this will improve the accuracy of collaborative QoS prediction. To achieve this approximation, z-score normalization is carried out by every user u on the QoS vector q u he/she observed, as shown in the following equation:
where q u and ω u are the mean and standard deviation of QoS vector q u , respectively. Based on the procedure of z-score normalization, it is clear that we have ω u = s i ∈S (r ui −r u ) 2 /c u . By substituting s i ∈S (r ui −r u ) 2 with ω u / √ c u , equation (1) can be rewritten as follows:
Also, we have q ui − q u =q ui /ω u according to (3), so the above equation can be further rewritten as follows:
Now we are in the position to compute Sim(u, v) on the disguised QoS values Q u and Q v . By noting that noises are added into the normalized (original) QoS values, we evaluate the product of Q u and Q v as follows:
Asq ui and L(Δfq v / q v ) are independent and as L(
Therefore, the following equation holds when the number of Web services (i.e., the size of Q u ) in the recommendation is significantly large:
Consequently, the similarity Sim(u, v) calculated on the disguised QoS values approximates the similarity sim(u, v) calculated on the original QoS values, as shown in the following equation:
The above procedure is depicted in Figure 2 . In summary, every user does z-score normalization on his/her observed QoS values over m services and then injects suitable noise into the normalized data according to the global sensitivity obtained based on his/her local data. Data utility can be largely preserved due to the fact that the aggregation of disguised QoS values approximates the aggregation of original QoS values. Therefore effective QoS prediction can be made while keeping individual QoS data private.
Model-based method
Model-based approaches learn some models to fit the observed QoS data, and these models can be further used to predict the unknown QoS values. Matrix factorization (MF) [33] is a typical solution of model-based approaches which has been proved to be effective to improve the accuracy of prediction by learning latent factor models.
Recall that the observed QoS values of n users over m services are denoted by a matrix Q n×m . Taking it as input, MF aims to factorize this user-service QoS matrix into two latent matrices of a lower dimension d: a user-factor matrix U n×d and a service-factor matrix V m×d . Then, vacant elements in Q n×m can be approximated as the corresponding elements in the product of U and V , i.e., unknown QoS value q ui is evaluated by P (q ui ) = U u · V T i . In other words, we can consider q ui as the sum of P (q ui ) and δ ui where δ ui is regarded as the approximation error.
MF is typically transformed into an optimization problem, and a local optimal solution can be obtained by iteration. The objective function (or loss function) of MF is defined as:
The first part in the objective function is the squared difference between the existing QoS matrix and the predicted QoS matrix, but only for the elements that have been evaluated by users. The second part in the objective function is the regularization term, added to deal with overfitting caused by the sparsity of input matrix. By dealing with this optimization, we can finally obtain a user-factor matrix U n×d and a service-factor matrix V m×d .
In the context of Web services QoS prediction, however, some other factors from both users and services may affect the predicted QoS values. To capture these factors, we adopt a biased matrix factorization model introduced in [56] :
where b u is the user bias and b i is the service bias. In order to reduce the effect of noise added to the original QoS values, we set b u =q u . Within this model, the disguised QoS value Q ui can be expressed as follows:
Then, we obtain the following new loss function:
At last, the predicted QoS values can be decided by combining b i , U i , V j as follows:
DPA: Differential privacy on aggregated data
By adding noise to his/her local QoS data, every user can protect his/her sensitive data by differential privacy. This method is simple, however, the injected noise depends only on the sensitivity of his/her local QoS data, which sometimes is too large, resulting in a huge noise compared with the original data. This will decrease the data utility significantly, making prediction result unsatisfactory. To overcome this weakness, a possible solution is to add noise to the aggregation of user's QoS data while keeping the sensitivity of the aggregation low. We observe that, given a user, his/her observed QoS value, say the response time of a Web service, largely depend on where the service locates. For instance, a user in China generally has a better experience (i.e., quicker response time) when using services located in China than those in USA. In other words, services in the same country are more likely to have similar QoS values for the same user due to the similar network environment. Therefore, we decide to aggregate the QoS values of services in the same country and apply differential privacy on this these aggregated values. We will see later the effectiveness of this method called DPA as shown in the experiments on real Web services dataset. Figure 3 shows the basic idea of DPA and below we introduce the details of DPA which disguises original QoS values based on differential privacy on aggregated data. To perform QoS aggregation over countries, we first introduce an m × k service-country matrix C where m is the number of services and k is the number of countries. The element c ij in C indicates whether service i locates in the country j . If c ij = 1, then Web service i belongs to country j . Let A u denote the aggregated QoS vector for user u. Clearly, its size is k as there are k countries. Further, we consider a particular aggregation function, sum, to aggregate multiple QoS values. More specifically, the aggregated QoS vector A u can be calculated as follows:
where A uj is the j th element in A u , Δf j is the sensitivity of service QoS values over country j . It is easy to see that Δf j = max i∈S {q ui c ij }. Note that, this aggregated value cannot be sent to the recommender directly. Instead, it should be split into i∈S c ij pieces, each of which is a disguised QoS value. By considering the whole vector A u , our objective is to reform a disguised QoS vector Q u for the original QoS vector q u . In particular, the value of ||Q u C − A|| 2 should be as small as possible. Let l and r denote two error vectors, our problem is formally defined as follows:
minimize : Algorithm 1 shows the procedure of disguising QoS vectors using differential privacy on aggregated data. This algorithm takes as input the user u's original QoS vector and the service-country matrix and returns the disguised QoS vector Q u as the output. In lines 4 -8, for each country j , it calculates the aggregated QoS value for each country and gets the sensitivity according to these values. Noises are then added to each aggregated QoS value but split again by solving the problem defined in (15) .
Publishing Q u for every user u using the above algorithm satisfies -differential privacy. The reason is as follows. First, we note that noises are introduced only in Line 9 for every user u and the added noises satisfy Laplace mechanism. Therefore, -differential privacy holds for every user u. Further, the result of Q 1 , Q 2 , · · · , Q n can be seen as the parallel execution of Algorithm 1 on n users, so publishing them satisfies -differential privacy according to Theorem 4.
We give a simple numerical example to illustrate our DPA algorithm. Tables 2 and 3 show a user-service matrix and a service-country matrix, respectively. We now consider the case where user u 1 wants to send his/her observed QoS values to the recommender in a privacy-preserving manner. As shown in Table 2 After some simple calculation, we can learn that the MAE of Q u is 80.85 while that of Q u is only 3.3. This simple example shows DPA can achieve a higher utility at the same privacy budget than DPS. In the next section, we will see this conclusion is supported by more results on real Web services QoS dataset.
Experiments
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments on a real Web services QoS dataset to evaluate our methods for differential private collaborative Web services QoS prediction. Firstly, we investigate the influence of z-score normalization during the process of QoS prediction. Then, a series of experiments study the trade-off between privacy and accuracy compared with the basic method and the advanced approach. The other experiments investigate the effects of the performance of the advanced approach on some important data features including the different scale of services and users.
Experimental setup
A real Web services QoS dataset was introduced in [60] , which includes QoS values of 5,825 real-world Web services observed by 339 users. This dataset is quite useful when studying the accuracy of QoS prediction. According to the dataset, we focus on two representative QoS attributes: response time (RT) and throughput (TP). Response time measures the time duration between user sending a request and receiving a response, while throughput stands for the data transmission rate of a user invoking a service. Table 4 describes the statistics of the dataset, where AVE and STD is the average and standard deviation of data respectively, density means the ratio of observed data to all data. More details of the dataset can be found in [60] . We use cross validation to train and evaluate our QoS prediction methods. To simulate data sparsity in practice, we randomly remove entries from the full dataset and only keep a small density of historical QoS values as our training set. The removed data is treated as the testing set for evaluating the accuracy of our prediction methods.
To quantize the accuracy of QoS prediction, we adopt Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) as it has been widely used in related studies (e.g., [1, 32] ):
where T consists of all the QoS values needed to be predicted in the training set, R(t) is t's real value that is available in the testing set and P (t) is the predicted value of t generated by our prediction algorithms. Generally, a smaller RMSE indicates a better prediction.
Effect of Z-score normalization
From the discussion in Section 3.2, noise can be added to the original QoS vector or the normalized QoS vector. Here, we use DO to denote the way of adding noise to the original QoS vector and DN to denote the way of adding noise to the normalized QoS vector. Figure 4 shows the prediction result of memory-based approach under different ways of adding noise. In Figure 4a , the result of DN is better than DO, especially when the privacy budget is less than 0.7, which shows that z-score normalization can improve the utility of disguised QoS data. In Figure 4b , we observe again that DN outperforms DO for the QoS metric throughput as it results in less RMSE. Therefore, we can conclude that using z-score normalization before adding noises can improve the prediction accuracy. We also study the prediction result of model-based approach under these two ways of adding noise. From Figure 11 , it is clear that adding noise to the normalized QoS data leads to a more accurate prediction, no matter which kind of QoS metric is considered. In summary, doing z-score normalization on the original QoS data can improve the utility of disguised data. The above experiment shows that z-score normalization on the user side can improve the utility of disguised QoS data. We note that this normalization can be also done at the recommender side. It is therefore interesting to investigate whether or not data utility can be further improved by doing normalization in two sides. To facilitate subsequent discussion, we use N-N to denote neither users nor the recommender performs z-score normalization, Z-N to denote only users perform z-score normalization, N-Z to denote only the recommender performs z-score normalization, and Z-Z to denote both users and the recommender perform z-score normalization ( Figure 5 ).
From Figure 6a , it is clear that z-score normalization performed at the recommender side can greatly improve the prediction accuracy over the QoS metric RT, no matter whether or not users do z-score normalization at their sides. In particular, the superiority of z-score normalization at the recommender side is more obvious when the privacy parameter is smaller, say less than 0.4. The reason is that z-score normalization eliminates the difference between users' data, so that the similarities between users can be estimated more accurately. For the QoS metric TP, we can obtain the same conclusion from Figure 6b . Therefore, it is useful for the recommender to normalize the disguised QoS data when using the memorybased approach. For the model-based approach, we also find that z-score normalization at the recommender side is significant, as shown in Figure 7a for the QoS metric RT and Figure 7b for the QoS metric TP. An interesting point here is z-score normalization at the recommender side can bring more benefits for TP than RT. The reason is that the QoS data for TP are spread out over a wider range of values (this can be observed from the statistic of the dataset shown in Table 1 ), so z-score normalization has a better effect on TP than RT.
Based on the above results on two collaborative QoS prediction approaches, we can conclude that z-score normalization, especially at the recommender side, is beneficial to the utility of disguised data, which in fact determines the accuracy of QoS prediction.
Another interesting observation is z-score normalization also affects the running time of model-based approach. Figure 8a and b show the running time of model-based approach on RT and TP, respectively. Because model-based approach itself is an optimization problem, it is common for the running time to fluctuate. The effect of z-score normalization at user side on the running time is small, as the curves of N-N and Z-N are close and the curves of N-Z and Z-Z are close too. However, z-score normalization at the recommender side has a big influence on the running time, in particular, it reduces the running time significantly. This is because after z-score normalization the range of each element in the user-service matrix becomes smaller, so the goal of optimization can be faster to achieve. 
Privacy vs accuracy
From the experiment results in Figures 9 and 10 , we first find that the prediction accuracy of DPA and DPS both decrease when gets larger. This is because a larger means a looser privacy constraint, which has a smaller impact on the utility of the disguised QoS data. However, DPA achieves better prediction accuracy compared with DPS at the same privacy budget and the same number of recommendations. For small privacy budget say < 0.5, DPA is much better than DPS, which means we should choose DPA to add noise when providing strong privacy guarantee. Figure 11 shows the performance of DPS and DPA on model-based approach. Obviously, with the same privacy parameter, more accurate prediction can be made by using DPA than DPS. For the QoS metric RT shown in Figure 11a , the performance of DPA is slightly better than DPS, which is different from the memory-based approach where DPA is much better than DPS. The reason is that the distribution of RT is more balanced than TP, so the disguised QoS vectors are less influenced by these two methods. Figure 11b shows the weakness of DPS can be effectively addressed by DPA, that is, using DPA can significantly improve data utility. 
Influence of data size
The influence of data size on different methods (i.e., different data disguising methods plus different collaborative QoS prediction approaches) is also investigated here. In Figure 12 , the number of users is set to 339 and the number of service is varying from 1000 to 5000 with a step 1000. Without losing generality, the services are selected randomly from the original dataset. It is obvious that a better prediction result can be obtained on a larger dataset, as more data can be used for recommendation. Meanwhile, DPA is better than DPS despite of data size and model-based approach outperforms memory-based approach. In Figure 13 , the number of services is set to be 5825 and the number of users varies from 100 to 300 stepped by 50. Clearly, the number of users has a positive influence on the accuracy of all algorithms, which again means the more data are given, the better prediction can be made. Though prediction accuracy differs significantly on different data size, DPA is still better than DPS as it has a smaller influence on data utility. 
Related work
As mentioned in the introduction, many researches focused on improving the accuracy of Web services recommendation. Yao et al. [54] propose a hybrid approach that combines collaborative filtering and content-based recommendation for Web services. In [61] , the authors combine user-based and item-based collaborative filtering to make accurate Web services QoS recommendation. Noting that different people have different requirements in the course of Web services recommendation, the authors in [10] take personalized preference into account when making recommendation. Privacy preserving has aroused the concern of many people with the promotion of the QoS prediction. To enable collaborative QoS prediction to work well, the recommender system is used to collect the observed QoS values of the services which users have invoked. However, the QoS values may contain personal sensitive information so that users are unwilling to share them directly. Some researches point out that some QoS properties like response time and availability highly related to the users' physical locations [3, 14, 44, 49, 62, 63, 65, 66] , which means that the users' location could be deduced from the QoS information.
In fact, there are a lot of researches using homomorphic encryption as a commonly used encryption method [2, 9, 13, 24, 28, 29, 38, 39, 45, 53] . Homomorphic encryption [11] which allows computation carried out on ciphertext is a straightforward way to achieve privacy. Li et al. [18] propose a privacy-preserving collaborative QoS prediction framework via Yao's garbled circuit and homomorphic encryption, which protects the private data of users and retain the ability of generating accurate QoS prediction. In [9] , the authors present a solution for privacy preserving recommendation via homomorphic encryption and data packing. Nikolaenko et al. [4, 5, 34, 35] propose solutions on model-based recommendation algorithms: matrix factorization and ridge regression via Yao's protocol and homomorphic encryption.
Though these researches come up with secure multi-party computation protocols to afford strong privacy guarantee, it is obviously that the homomorphic encryption consumes plenty computation and communication. Hence, it is infeasible to deal with our problem by the usage of homomorphic encryption.
Sweeney [48] proposes the approach named k-anonymity which provides each record is indistinguishable from at least k − 1 other records in a k-anonymized dataset. However, this approach can not protect privacy when the diversity of sensitive attributes is small or attackers have auxiliary information [17] . Another way to deal with the problem of privacy disclosure is randomized perturbation. Polat et al. [36] claim that accurate recommendation could still be obtained while randomness from a specific distribution are added to the original data to prevent information leakage. A recent work [67] uses the randomized perturbation as the data obfuscation techniques to form a simple yet effective privacy-preserving Web service recommendation framework. However, the range of randomness is chosen by experience and does not have provable privacy guarantee. What's worse, it is recognized that with the application of clustering on the perturbed data, adversaries can infer users' private data to a large extent [57] .
Differential Privacy (DP) [6] is a recently proposed privacy model that can guarantee strong privacy independent of the available auxiliary information of the attackers. There are also a number of achievements that aim at privacy preserving recommender systems under the differential privacy paradigm. McSherry and Mironov [32] integrate differential privacy into non-social recommender systems. However, their work will lead to an unacceptable loss of utility when applied to the social recommendation. To overcome this weakness, Jorgensen and Yu [15] incorporate a clustering procedure that groups users according to the natural community structure of the social network and significantly reduces the amount of noises. Guerraoui et al. [12] propose a distance-based differential privacy framework as an extension of the notion of differential privacy to ensure this strong form of privacy.
Different from our work, these mentioned works are interested in preserving the collected users' data. There are also some works focusing on the privacy of user's data before being collected. [27] has presented a hybrid approach for privacy-preserving recommender system by combining randomized perturbation and differential privacy, the privacy of user's data is protected by randomized perturbation and the privacy of recommender results is guaranteed by the differential privacy. The approach proposed in this paper to perturb users' data is first introduced in [47], Shen et al. design a novel and practical privacy-built-in client under untrusted server settings, in which user's data are perturbed and anonymized on their private devices. They think whether rating is more important for specific scoring data. Based on this consideration, their work focus on the users history data. Nevertheless, our research concentrates on the values of QoS, which describe the quality of Web services.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a privacy-preserving solution to collaborative Web services QoS prediction via differential privacy. Compared with methods built on conventional public-key cryptosystems, our solution is lightweight but its security can be theoretically guaranteed as differential privacy gives a rigorous and quantitative definition on privacy leakage. To disguise users' QoS data, we have designed DPS which adds noise to single data and DPA which adds noise to aggregated data. We have also shown how to perform collaborative QoS prediction on disguised QoS data. Based on a real Web services QoS dataset, we have studied the performance of the proposed methods. Empirical results have shown that both methods can protect users' private QoS data with acceptable prediction accuracy loss, and DPA is superior to DPS as better data utility can be achieved on the disguised QoS data.
